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HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS 
II. INVERSE PROBLEM* 
OLGA KRUPKOVÁ 
(Received January 2, 1986) • 
Abstract The theory of Lepagean 2-forms is used to formulate and investigate the inverse problem 
in higher order Hamiltonian mechanics. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a system of first 
order ordinary differential equations to coincide with a system of equations for Hamilton extremals 
related with a system of (higher order) variational equations are found. The geometrical interpreta­
tion of the equations for Hamilton extremals in terms of a distribution is proposed and the relation 
of the Hamiltonian inverse problem to the problem of "variational integrating factors" is studied. 
Key-words. Hamilton equations, regularity, inverse problem, variationality conditions, Hamilto­
nian vector field, variational integrating factors. 
MS Classification. 58 F 05, 70 H 05 
The present paper is a continuation of paper [16]. We go on in the notations, num­
bering of sections, theorems, examples, and references. 
8. INVERSE PROBLEM FOR THE HAMILTON EQUATIONS 
In Sees. 4 and 6 the equations for Hamilton extremals associated to variational 
equations were introduced. In this section we discuss the inverse problem related 
to such equations. The formulation of the problem is analogous to that in [21] 
where Hamilton equations of a lagrangian were considered; the solution is based 
on the theory of Lepagean 2-forms. 
Theorem 9. Let r\ e Q};-iY(j
l(js ~* -0) be a form. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) r\ is a Hamilton form associated with a locally variational form EeQ^tfY)) 
(2) There exists a2-contactformGeQ2(ji(j5~lY)) anda Lepagean formoce Q2(j'"lY) 
such that rj + G = (ns-t)* 0a. 
* The results of Sec. 8 were presented at the Conference on Differential Equations and Their 
Applications EQUADIFF 6, Brno, August 1985. 
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(3) There exists a Lepeagean form <xeQ2(js~iY) such that h(Aai), where A is 
defined by (2.8), is a (local) lagrangian for rj. 
Proof. (2) is obtained by putting ipfi = p(i^E) f°
r every ^5_1 -vertical vector 
field £ onIs""1_T, where a£ is the Lepagean equivalent of E. 
(3) is obvious since rj + G is Lepagean and the Tonti lagrangian x of rj is of the 
form x — Arj = h(Aoi). 
Finally suppose rj be locally variational with a (local) lagrangian h(A<x) and denote 
by E the 1-contact part of a. Evidently h(A<x) = 1 where X = AE is the Tonti lagrangian 
of E. Hence using d_>x = (7r5_1)1 0 d<9A and AOx = a we obtain ij^rj = h(ip) for 
each 7rs_i-vertical vector field £ on/""
1!', which proves (1). 
Let (V, \J/), \j/ = (r, qa), 1 ^ ex g m be a fiber chart on Y, and let 
(8.1) >y=S£__XAdf, 
i = 0 
where //£, 0 _g /___:— 1, 1 _ tr _ w are functions on (F,-i)i, be the chart ex-
pression of a form rj e Q/--1iy(jf10"s"1-O)-
Corollary. The form (8.1) i_ a Hamilton form associated with a locally variational 
formEeQY'
1(jsY) iff the functions Hla satisfy the following relations for \ _i <r, v ^ m: 
(8.2) _^_ + _ ^ _ _ 0 , 
^ _ , i 0«*,i 
_______+ ^Li_l_o. o_,-,fc^-i, 
dql dql * 8qU ~ ~ 
(8-3) Ha - £ f ^ - ( ^ . i - «I+1) = 0, 1 g I g 5 - 1. 
Moreover, E is regular iffrj is regular, i.e. iffdet (dHjdqs
J_ll) # 0. 
Proof. Let rj be given by (8.1). The relations (8.2) ensure that rj is locally variational. 
Hence there exists the Lepagean equivalent a, of rj. It holds d(n*tS^xt£) = 0 where a 
is the (ft^^o-projection of a,, and (8.3) implies n*^^ = E + F where 
(8.4) E = \HO +*£ T ^ C & I - «_ + i )V A df, 
L *-o dqkti J 
and F is 2-contact. This means that a is Lepagean, i.e. rj is a Hamilton form associated 
with (8.4). 
The converse assertion follows from Theorem 3 and the definition of the H[amilton 
form (relations (4.4)-(4.5) and (3.4)). 
The regularity of £ is equivalent with the regularity of rj since by (5.3) and (8.4) 
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<8-5) * * ( ^ ) — « » + 0 — ® - - ( ^ T ) * 0 
where F* are defined by (3.20). 
Remark. It is easy to show that (8.2) and (8.3) imply dH*/dqltl = 0 for s g i + k = 
^ 2s - 2. 
A Hamilton form associated with a locally variational form E being given, there 
arises a question under what conditions E is (globally) variational (the global inverse 
problem). The following theorem shows that this problem has a trivial solution. 
Theorem 10. Let r\ e Qj.,-iY(j
1(j*~x ~0) be the Hamilton form associated with a locdlly 
variational form Ee QY'
 l(jsY). r\ is variational iff E is variational. 
Proof. Suppose Y\ be variational. Then, according to a theorem by Anderson 
and Duchamp [ l ] , there exists a (global) lagrangian x for r\ defined on j1(j'~iY). 
Since rj is a Hamilton form of E there exists a covering ofji(js~xY) by open sets W 
and an extended lagrangian 1' = h(0r) on each W such that (locally) E = Ev 
and x \w = 1' + ~(df) for a function/defined on (7rs-i)i,oW- This implies that the 
lagrangian x is an extended lagrangian and x = h(Gx) where A is a (global) lagrangian 
of order s for E. 
The converse is obvious. 
Theorem 9 and its Corollary give necessary and sufficient conditions for a system 
of first order O.D.E. to be identical with a system of equations for Hamilton extremals. 
However they do not answer the question whether the given system of equations 
for Hamilton extremals is given in the canonical form, i.e. whether the given co­
ordinates are the Legendre coordinates of the associated locally variational form E. 
We shall deal with this question now. 
In what follows n : Y -» I is a fiber manifold such that I c: R is an open interval 
and Y = IxB where B c Rm is an open ball with center at the origin. Fiber co­
ordinates on Y (resp. the associated coordinates on j'~~1Y) will be denoted by (t, q*)f 
l g d ^ w (resp. (t, q°\ 1 ^ a ^ m, 0 = i ^ s — 1). Recall that c denotes the 
integer (s/2) - 1 < c g s/2. 
Lemma 3. Let pj, l ^ v ^ m , 0^k^s-c— 1 be functions defined onj*~lY, 
let Ee Q\A()SY) be a variational form. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (t,qUp% U f f , v ^ m , 0 ^ i ^ c - l , O ^ f c ^ J - c - l f l w Legendre 
coordinates ofE. 
(2) it holds det (dpcJdql) ^0ifs = 2c+ l9E is regular and there exists a function 




(8-6) < x я = - d Я л d f + _~ dpÏAàąč 
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Proof. The assertion follows from Theorems 6 and 5. 
Lemma 4. Let EeQy^fj'Y) where s __: 2 be a regular variational form, let 
(7\ Q\ ...9Qc'-1,Pa
1~c~\ ...,P„), 1 _5 (J _S m be Legendre coordinates on js'lY 
associated with E. Then the mapping js~1Ye(T,Qay..., QUl9K'
c'\ —>-?,) -> 
-+(Uq',...,q°a-1)er'Y defined by 
(8.7) t=T, 9 ' = ^ , 4* = ^ T > I S ^ c , 
w/i<?re Zf is the Hamilton function ofE, is the inverse to the Legendre transformation. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that (8.7) is a coordinate transformation on_/5~1F 
and that A . I = 1 where .4 (resp. I) is the Jacobi matrix of the Legendre trans-
formation (resp. of (8.7)). 
Let s = 2c + 1. Lemma 1 and 2 and Theorem 8 ensure the existence of a lagrangian 
#i» = L°mindteQx(j
c+iY) such that det (d2LmJdq*c+1 dql) * 0 at each point of 
jc+1Y; then the momenta and the Hamilton function of E are of the form P^ = 
= (fLK*1 with (/m°in); defined by (2.2), and 
(8.8) H = - i l . + £2p;ef+i +Pl'Vc + PUUx, 
i=-0 
respectively, where Lmin, q° and q
a
c+1 are considered as functions of the Legendre 
coordinates. Computing dq°Jdt we obtain that the matrix (dqaJdPc) is regular and 
inverse to (dPydqxc\ and that 
(8.9) S - = 0> O g f c g c - l 
5Pj 
holds. Using (8.9) we arrive at 
(8.I(» * » . _ . . * . ^ M . ljSkJSc_.lf i * U e ; + 1 , 
5GI .d* d. 5 G _ ' - - ' dP* 
0 _ A: ̂  c - 2, 
_______ - a - * , *K W , < v < m 
T (?<•> — Q*+\ ; > 1 ^ V _5_ m. 
dPi?1 dp; He+1 dt dpi' 
The matrix S is of the form 
(8.11) X - 1 , J = 
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Let us introduce the following matrices: C = (C,,), N = (At_), _ = (#,,), where 
(R^r 3K________ N _SK 8K B _ dE. 
(o.ll) C„ — ——— —— —— N„ —— —-, _„, -SqJ HUiHZ dq~\ HI dqlc+i 
Obviously, de tC^O, N„ = (-1)CB„ and de t iWO (c.f. (6.12), (5.3), (5.1)). 
Computing the elements of / we obtain that / is a triangle matrix with 0 over the 
diagonal and with the matrices C _ 1 = (d2HldKdK~% N~\ ..., ( - l ^ A T 1 on 
the diagonal. Since A is the matrix (see (6.12), (5.3)) 
IC 
N . 0 
(8.13) A = ( 1 ~ | , K = ' 
(-ly-^l 
it holds _ . A = I. 
For s = 2c the proof is similar; the diagonal of / is of the form (—l)c_ -1 , . . . , 
( _ i )2c - i 5 - i w h e r e ( _i )c_- i _ pHidK'
1 SK-\ (-1)CB„ = (-l)cdEjdq\c = 
= d2LmJdqcdq:. 
Let (T, Ql, P$), 1 _ o _ m, 0 _ i _ c - 1, 0 _ k _ s - c - 1 be fiber co-
ordinates on/ - 1 Y , and denote by (T, Q",K> Qu.I^.i) the associated coordinates 
onj1(/~1Y). A form n e -2/.-1iyO'10',~1-0) has the chart expression 
(8.14) n-C_K <*Q*i A dT +* _ R? dK.AdT 
i = 0 » = 0 
in this chart, where K^, R? are functions defined on j1(j*~1Y). Lemma 3 and (4.2) 
obviously imply that a necessary condition for (8.14) to be the canonical form of 
a regular Hamilton form is 
(8.15) R% - F, - K, i ~ I -&tf. i. *f = Of + Ql,, 
k = c 
%= G"c + _R:
kQl,t + M'K.u 0_i_c-l,l_o_m, *=o 
where Fa, C c , R*, M"\ G'k, 0 _ i _ c - 1, 0 _ k _ c, 1 _o,v_max& functions 
on/ - 1 Y . 
Theorem 11. (1) Let s = 2c, s _ 2. Let (T, Q',K) 0 _ i _ c - 1, 1 _ o _ m 
be fiber coordinates on j2c~lY, let 
(8.16) r, = 'Zl(Fa-K>l)dQ^ + (G^ + Ql1)dK-]KdT 
i = 0 
be the chart expression of r\ e Qjj}-irU1(J2e~1Y))- V is a Hamilton form associated 
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with a regular variational form E and (T, Q% Pi) are Legendre coordinates Of B iff the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) n is variational 
(b) the functions G'c.ldo not depend o « P j , 0 _ f c _ c — 2 
(c) the mapping j 2 ' " ^ - (7\ Q«, ..., £ _ . , _ * - - , ..., P.) - (/, ?, .... <&_.) e 
ej^^Y defined by 
(8.17) t - T, «f- _f, 0 _ i _ c - 1, _• = -Gc"_,, 
______ v* ______ r ._ cv ____.*' 
0 __ fc ̂  c - 2, l g o - á m 
is a coordinate transformation onj2c~xY 
(d) in the coordinates (t, ql) the relations 
(8.18) ^ = -df> l _ S * _ _ c - l , G r = - ^ + 1 , 0_ . f c__c -2 
Ao«. 
(2) Lets = 2c + l,s^2.Let(T,Q?,I*),0 _; / _; c - 1,0 __ fc ̂  c, 1 __ <r ̂  m 
be fiber coordinates onj2cY9 let 
(8.19) - = {'^[(Fi - P/,,, - 10\ c . , )do7 + (Gf + (KOdPa + 
<=o 
c - l 
+ (G^ + _C ^v*2„, i + M°*P
C _) dP# A dT, 
*-s0 
te /Ad* cAart expression ofrje QJ^YU\j
2cY)). t] is a Hamilton form associated with 
a regular variational form E and (71, 0f, p£) are Legendre coordinates ofE iff the follow-
ing conditions are satisfied: 
(a) t\ is variational 
(b) the functions G ^ do not depend on p j , 0 ^ f c g c - l 
(c) it holds 
(8.20) _£-_£----SU 0_fc_c-l, 
M " = - i i 1 + ^ ' d«(M">+0 
_r 
(d) the mappingj2eY 3 (T, Qf,.... &!_., JK, _ f j y _> (r> g*, ...,q'2e)ej*<Y defined 
by 
(8.21) , - r , « ? = # , O S I S c ^ i , q'c=-G°e.i, „ - + t + 1 -
_ _____ _CV ___±_G? + V1 d«'+* ,_., , -„_v _ _ _ _ ^ - - E - ^ ö ř + У _ | ^ ( Ғ І + ед)-^|ţ-r„ 
»- i-o ÕQI i«e-* őP, <>PJ 
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O g l t g c - 1 , 1 = a = m, 
(8.22) T. - M,A(G* + ' l - O r + i ) 
i = 0 
fl/id (MvA) = M"
1, is a coordinate transformation onj2cY 
(e) in the coordinates (t>qT) the relations 
(8.23) GI + «Z + 1 =0, O ^ f e g c - 2 , G ? + X ^ ^ i + 
І^O 
+ M " - ^ - = 0, ^ - - ^ - - J £ - ^ - = 0. l á í á c - 1 
Ao/d. 
Proof. We shall sketch the proof for .y = 2c + 1; the case s = 2c is dealt with 
in a similar way. 
Suppose (a) —(e). Variationality of rj ensures the existence of the Lepagean 
equivalent an of n. It holds 
(8.24) a, = n + S « A ®r + *"X A coJ) + 1 M'X A rt v 
i = 0 
where of = dQf - Qf , t dr, w* = dP£ - P*tl dr, 0 £ i g c - 1, 0 = fc = c, 
1 ^ a ^ m. Denote by a the (7c2c)1#0-projection of a,. We shall transform a to tlie 
coordinates (t, #f). Using (e) we obtain a = 2? + F where 
(8.25) £ =- ( f . - - ^ - SS^sf) «,* A dt 
and F is 2-contact. Since da = 0, a is the Lepagean equivalent of E. According to 
Theorem 9 17 is the Hamilton form of (8.25). We shall show that the assumptions of 
Lemma 3 are satisfied. From (b) and (a) we obtain dq%JdPv = 0, O g f c g c - 1, 
which easily leads to the condition det (dPjdqvlc) # 0. Since the second condition 
of (8.23) implies dl*ldqy2c = 0, we arrive at 
(8K) dM(i£r) - * • ( • £ ) + 0 -
i.e. E is regular. Regularity of (d) implies that det (dG°c-ildP?) * 0 holds. Finally, 
variationality of r\ and (c) ensure the existence of a function H on j2eY such that for 
0 = i ^ c - l , l = a ^ m 
OUT) * - - - - ? - . G?=-M-, c: + -%l.--i5.; 




<=o o »=o o 
1 / dG* \ 
- K J \G*C + ~ ^ l j (T, uQj, «P*) du. 
Thence (using (c)) we obtain 
c - l 
(8.29) a = - d H A dT + £ dP; A dQf + dP^ A dg* 
i = 0 
which proves that (7\ Qf, P£) are Legendre coordinates of E. 
Conversely, suppose (8.19) be the Hamilton form of a regular variational form E, 
where (T, Qf, P£) are Legendre coordinates of E. Considering the inverse of the 
Legendre transformation (8.7) we obtain using (8.9) and (8.10) that it has the pro-
perties (b) and (d), and that (e) and (c) hold. The matrix M = (Mav) is regular since 
M = CNCT where C, N are defined by (8.12) and CJV = Cv<r. Variationality of r\ 
is ensured by Theorem 3. 
This completes the proof. 
Remarks. (1) The ADK-conditions (3.2) forf8.16) have the following form: for 
0 < i, k ^ c - 1, 1 _. <7, v <> m 
(8.30) i * - i £ - _ o , ^ ~ ^ = o, ^ L - ^ _ _ o . aej aer dp* aef aPJ sp; 
Notice that the conditions (8.30) (meaning that the equations dPlJdT = F*09 dQ
a/dT = 
= - 6 ? , 0 ^ / g c - 1, 1 ^ a _i m are variational as first order equations) ensure 
the existence of a function H on f 2 c _ 1 r such that Ff = -dH/dQ% G* = -dH/dPi; 
it is sufficient to put 
(8.31) H = -_; erj^(r,«Q„,«rt)d« - _ ! > . jGT(T,ii(S,«P*)d_. 
<»0 0 i--0 0 
However (8.30) do not ensure that these equations are Hamilton canonical equations 
(c.f. [22], [18]). 
Variationality conditions for (8.19) (where Mav and Rk'c are defined by (8.20)) are 
of the form (8.30) and 
___.____-0 ?__. _ __L _ _!__ 




2G:_. . 'G^! A 
— - -1 - J - = 0, 1 _ <r, v _; m. 
3PJ 3PJ drap$ d r . P ' 
( 8 . 3 2 ) ^ - - ^ - 0 , ! - _ - t - - _ - _ _ - = 0, 0 _ . _ _ - l , 
ЯDC ЛD« ЯDC ЯЛ« Я T Я/V* — — 
(2) The transformation (8.17) (resp. (8.21)) can be defined equivalently by t = T, 
gi - _r, o g i =_ c - 1 , <£ = - G ^ - X , ^ = -d*G*_./dr\ 1 <; „ g 5 - _ - 1 , 
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1 ^ a _ m. The Jacobi matrix of (8.17) (resp. (8.21)) is a triangle matrix with zeros 
over its diagonal and with the matrices (dq'JdP^'1), -(dq'JdPl'1), ..., ( - l ) e _ 1 
(dq'JdPr1) (resp. (dq"cldP% N, ..., (-Xf-'N, where 
(8.33) i^^^Ll-M ^zLt 
8PI . dP'e 
1V = (NaQ)) on the diagonal. Thence the regularity condition of (8.17) (resp. (8.21)) is 
of the form det (dG^JdP^1) # 0 (resp. det(5GJ.,/5PJ) # 0 and detM^ 0). 
(3) For 5 = 2 we can formulate the assertions (a) —(d) of Theorem 11 in the 
following form: rj is variational and det (dGaldPv) ̂  0. 
(4) If s = 1 we obtain the following trivial assertion: Let (T, Pff), 1 ^ a ^ m 
be fiber coordinates on Y, let Y\ = (Ga + MavPVt x) dPa A dT be the chart expression 
of t] e Q\'1(j1Y). t] is the Hamilton form associated with a regular variational form E 
iff Mav = -MVflr, dGa/dPv - dG
vldPa + dM
va/dT = 0, dMav>/dPQ + dM
Qa/dPv + 
+ dMVQldPa = 0, and det (M
ffV) ?- 0. (Clearly E = t\ and the inverse to the Legendre 
transformation is any coordinate transformation (F, Pc) -» (/, q
a) such that 
det (3q7dPv - dq
vldPa) ± 0 and M
av = 5q7aPv - aq
v/5Pff). 
Example 7. Let Z cz P6,1 a R be open sets, consider a fiber manifold n \ZxI -+ 
-* I, denote by (l, Zj, ..., z6) fiber coordinates on Z. Consider a system of equations 
zx = 0 , z2 = 0, £3 - z6 = 0, z4 + z5 = 0, 
(8.25) — 2£5 — zx + z6 = 0, 2z6 + z2 + z5 = 0 
for sections (5 :1 -» Z. We shall show that there exist integers m, ,$, and a regular 
variational form E defined on jsY where dim Y ='m + 1 such that (8.25) are Hamilton 
equations of E and (t, zl9 ..., z6) are Legendre coordinates associated with E. 
Obviously it is sufficient to apply Theorem 11 to the case Zxl =j5~lY, dim Y = 
= m + 1, where s = 1, m = 6, resp. s = 2, m = 3, resp.\s = 3, m = 2, resp. j = 6, 
/w = 1. A (unique) solution is obtained for s = 3, m = 2, and zx = P°, z2 = PJ, 
*3 = &c> *4 = Gy> *5 = -Pi *6 = ^ O-C M*y = - - « , , = 2, MXJC » My„ = 0)*, it 
is of the form E = Ex dx A dt + Ey dy A d/, where /.v* = — x — 2j^, j|?y = —j> + 2* 
in a fiber chart (/, x, >>) on Y. The inverse to the Legendre transformation is defined 
by* = Qx, y = Qy, * = - G ° -»' F j , y = -G°, = - F j , * = Fj = - (1/2) (F? + Fi), 
j > - = - F j . - ( 1 / 2 ) ( F j - F $ 
9. THE E U L E R - L A G R A N G E DISTRIBUTION 
. In [10] the Euler—Lagrange distribution of a lagrangian was introduced. In this 
section, using analogous constructions, we shall associate a distribution (= different 
tial system) to the equations for Hamilton extremals. Clearly in the case of regular 
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problems this distribution will provide a geometrical description of extremals of 
a given locally variational form. In the second part of this section we associate 
a distribution to an arbitrary system of regular higher order equations linear in the 
highest derivatives and we show that variationality of this distribution means the 
existence of the "variational integrating factors" for the system of equations. 
Let n : Y -» X be a fiber manifold, dim X = 1. Let EeQY
A(jsY) be a locally 
variational form (not 7rJ)Jt-projectable for any k < s)9 a £e Q
2(js"1Y) its Lepagean 
equivalent, denote by E = E^af A df the chart expression of E in a fiber chart 
(K, \\f\ \J/ = (/, <f) on Y. Let £ be a ns-i-vertical vector field on j'~
1Y, £ = 
Zld/dql (summation over 0 g k g s — 1) its chart expression in the chart (V, \j/). 




(9.2) TT* . -^ , - £„d; + I ^ t a , , i =5 £ 2F<>*\ 
*=o *=o 
1 £ / £ j - 1, 1 ^ (T ^ m. 
It is easily seen that the forms i£, 0 ^ / ^ s — 1, 1 ^ cr g m on V^i define 
a distribution on Tjs~lY, which in general has not a constant dimension. This 
distribution will be denoted by AE and called the Euler-Lagrange distribution associated 
with the locally variational form E. 
Theorem 12. Let U <zjs~xY be an open set. dim AE = 1 on U iff E is regular at 
each point jx~1y e U. 
Proof. Let dim AE = 1 on U. Then f£, 0 ^ i ^ s - 1, 1 g <x ^ m are linearly 
independent at each point of (7, i.e. the rank of the msxm(s + 1) — matrix A whose 
columns are coefficients at df, dq1, ..., d</", ..., dq^^t in (9.2) is maximal. Since A 
is equivalent with 
(9.3) 
\ғ:;10 o / 
where <r (resp. v) labels rows (resp. columns) and (5.3) holds, we arrive at 
det (F?;3*1) # 0, i.e. E is regular. 
The converse is obvious. 
Remarks. (1) Let AE c T/«~
1y be an Euler-Lagrange distribution of dimension 1, 
E » E*<»* A d/ the chart expression of £ in a fiber chart (K, tfO, \jf ~ (t, <f) on Y. 
Then locally 
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(9.4) AE = span {<o"„ 0 __ i £ s - 2, A, dt + Bav d^_., 1 g <r § m) -
_ ^ + £ A l J _ _ _ ^ _ J _ _ } 
where ^,B f fV are defined by (3.23). If ( P ^ , %_-), ^ - t c r ^ , ^ x = 
= (T, Qn P% 0 g i ;_ c - 1, s - c - 1 _t k ^ 0 are Legendre coordinates of E 
one obtains 
(9.5, _i = s p a n{_|Ld T_dp;_Md P;,_.™d r + de,., 
0 g k < c - 1, - - ^ d T + Aq\ - ^rAPca, c S i _ _ « - c - l , 1 __ v 5_ ml = dP'y 8P'V J 
f a '-1 an 5 czl (m _,_ a^ dp;\ 5 , 
= spanK+.?o^^-,?ofe + ^ ^ r j ^ + 
/"f_1 __.___! 
where <?" and dPcJdt are defined by (8.7) and (8.10). Each (local) vector field generat-
ing A£ is called Hamiltonian vector field and denoted by f. Notice that (a) /ca£ = 0, 
(b) there exists a global generator £ of AE iff there exists a nowhere zero function / 
on f s _ 1 Y such that in each fiber chart (V9 \j/)91// = (t9 q°) on Y 
evidently, the integral curves of C generally do not coincide with Hamilton extremals 
of£. 
(2) If A£ c: Tf~
1Y is the Euler-Lagrange distribution of a regular locally varia-
tional form E then J£ is integrable, and the collection of all maximal connected 
integral manifolds of A E is a 1-dimensional regular foliation off
5~"-r. Let Z be an 
integral manifold of A£. Then there does not exist any point of f
s"1Y such that Z 
would be tangent to a fiber ftf-iC*)* xeX9 at this point. (If z e n^J^x) would be 
such a point it should hold AE(z) = Tzn~Jx(x)9 i.e. a vector £(z) e AE(z) would be 
vertical which contradicts (9.4)). 
Lemma 5. Let 5 :1 -* /"" - Y be a section defined on an open set I e X. 8 is a Hamilton 
extremal of a locally variational form E e QY
tX(jsY) iff 8 is an integral mapping ofAE. 
Proof. One has to show that 8*^ = 090£i£s-l9l^<r<m iff 8*ipE = 0 
for every ns-x -vertical vector field £. on f~
1Y9 where iy£ are generators of AE defined 
by (9.2). This is easily done with help of (9.1) and (4.13). 
Thence the image of each Hamilton extremal <5 of E is an integral manifold of AE. 
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We shall show that the Euler—Lagrange distribution of a regular form E has no other 
integral manifolds. 
Theorem 13. Let AE c= Tf'
lY be the Euler-Lagrange distribution of a regular 
locally variational form E e QyA(fY)9 let Z af~
lY be a maximal connected integral 
manifold of AE. Then to each point zeZ there exists a neighbourhood W a Z, W 9 z 
and a section S : I ->f~1Y defined on an open set I a X such that 5 is a regular 
Hamilton extremal ofE and <5(I) = W. 
Proof.- Let Z a f~1Y be a maximal connected integral manifold of the Euler — 
Lagrange distribution AE associated with a regul&r locally variational form IT, let 
z G Z be a point. Denote by / : U -* Z where U c X is an open set an integral 
mapping of AE such that z ef(U). By the Inverse Mapping Theorem and Remark (2) 
there exist a neighbourhood W of z, IV <= Z and a mapping f " 1 : IV -» U0 where 
U0 c= U such that the set I -= ns~i(W) is open in Xandfl^o f "
1 = id^. Define 
a mapping g : I -• U0 by g(x) =f~
1(n~^l(x) n IV) and put 5 = f\UoO g. Obviously 
5 :1 ->f~1Y satisfies (ns^lO 5) (x) = x, i.e. <5 is a section of ns-l9 and <5(I) = IV. 
Since W cz Z is an integral manifold of AE Lemma 5 implies that 3 is a Hamilton 
extremal of E. 
Corollary, (a) Let Ee Qy1(fY) be a regular locally variational form. Then to each 
point yeY there exists an extremal y : I -> Y ofE defined on an open set I a X such 
that y(x) = y for some xel. 
(b) Let o\ :Ix ->f
s_1Y, 52 : 1 2 ->j
s~1Y where Ix n I2 ?- 0 be two Hamilton 
extremals of a regular locally variational form E, suppose S^Ix) n <52(I2) = 0. Denote 
by yx :I- -» Y, y2 : I2 -* Y the corresponding extremals (i.e. yt = 7rs_1>0O 5iy 
i = 1, 2). The/i e//her y^Ii) n y2(I2) = 0 or yi(x0) = y2(.x0) at a point x0 e Ix n I2 
and there exists a neighbourhood I ofx0 such that yx(x) ^ y2(x)for each x e I, x ^ x0 . 
Proof, (a) follows directly from Theorem 13, Remark (2) and the definition of 
a regular Hamilton extremal. 
(b) Let U a Ix n I2 be a set such that yt(x) = y2(x) for each xeU. Then for 
each open subset U0 c: (7, C/0 .-£ 0 the section y : (70 -» Y defined by y = yA |^0 = 
= ?2 Icto satisfies ^(Uo) ^ / " " V ^ o ) = ^2(^0) which contradicts our assumption. 
Hence U0 = 0 which means that either U = 0 or U is a union of one-point sets, i.e. 
for each x0 e U there exists an open set I c X, I 9 x0 such that y-X-x) ^ y2(x) for all 
x e I , x 7* x 0 . 
Let £ G Q^C/ 'y) be a form such that in a fiber chart (V, ^ ) , ^ = (U q°) on YE = 
=- £ > * A d/, 
(9.7) E.-A. + B^q; 
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where the functions Aa, Bayn 1 § <r, v = m do not depend on q
Q. Obviously this 
remains true for each fiber chart (K, i/>) on Y. Denote by QY'
iVm(jsY) the module 
of such forms; it holds Q\l ,in(/Y) c Oj/H/Y). We say that a formKe Q\A ,in(/Y) is 
regular if 
(9.8) d e t f ^ r ) = det(B<rv)4=0. 
Evidently, if E e Q\A(jsY) is locally variational then E e Q\'1 Iin(/Y) and the concepts 
of regularity (5.1) and (9.8) coincide. 
Let w : / - 1 Y -> /Y be a (global) section. There arises a distribution Aw such that 
in each fiber chart (V, i/0, ^ = (l, qa) on Y 
(9.9) Aw = span {<o% 0 ^ i = s - 1, -w° dt + da
ff
s_x, 1 ^ cr = m} 
where w° = qs O w. Aw is 1-dimensional thus integrable, and to every integral section 
Serfa-,) of Aw there exists a section y e T(n) such that 8 =j
s~1y and it holds 
wo 8 = jsy. 
Let KG .Qy1 lin(/Y) be a regular form, w : / _ 1 Y -+ /Y a section, Aw its distribution. 
We say that E and Jw are related if 
(9.10) w*K = 0. 
Locally w° = -BavAV9 or equivalently, Ea = Bav(q
v
s - w
v). It is easily seen that 
a section y eF(7r) is a solution of the equation Eojsy = 0 iff / _ 1 y is an integral 
section of the related to E distribution Aw. Two regular forms K, J~efij-
,1lin(ysY) 
are called equivalent if their related distributions Aw, Aw coincide. Obviously, /sand E 
are equivalent iff for each fiber chart (V, \j/), \j/ = (*>, qa) on Y where Ea = Aa + 
+ ^vq^, Ea = Aa + ^vql there exist functions G
v, 1 ^ <r, v ̂  m defined on Vs~x 
such that det(Gv) ^ 0 at each point of Vs-X and it holds Ea = G ^ . Obviously 
Gv = BaQB
QV where (I?ev) denotes the inverse matrix to (5CV). In this way we obtain 
a splitting of the submodule of all regular forms of Q\A Un(fY) into equivalence 
classes of forms (such that for equivalent forms the sets of solutions of the correspond-
ing equations coincide). A section w : / " 1 Y - > / Y (resp. its distribution Aw c 
c Tjs~1Y) is called variational if there exists a regular locally variational form Ee 
e QY1 lin(/Y) related with Aw; in this case the regular mxm — matrix (2?tfv), i?,v = 
= dEa/dq
v
s, is called variational integrating factor for Aw. Notice that a variational 
distribution related with a regular locally variational form E is precisely the (regular) 
Euler- Lagrange distribution AE of E. 
Remark. As a simple consequence of the definitions and Theorem 9 we obtain 
the following characterization of variational distributions Awc Tj
srlY: 
(1) For each fiber chart (K, i/0, & = (f, qff) on Y there exist 1-forms tf991 g <r ̂  m, 
0 = i ^ _y - 1 defined on Vs-t such that Aw = span {na}, and the form a defined 
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by ip = £ffrja (summation over 0 _5 i g s - 1) for each 7rs_!-vertical vector field { 
on f ~1Y is Lepagean. 
(2) For each fiber chart (V, ^), \j/ = (t, qa) on Y there exist 1-forms i£, 1 g <x ^ m, 
0 _ / ^ 5 - 1 defined on V^-! such that Aw = span {î ,}, and the form rj defined 
by the relation t] = (D* A A(̂ )̂ is a Hamilton form. 
(3) Each (local) vector field C generating Aw is Hamiltonian, i.e. there exists 
a Lfepagean form a e Q2(f'xY) such that fca = 0. 
(4) For each fiber chart (V, i//), ij/ = (i>, ^ ) on Y the system of equations (qvs - w
v) o 
Ofy = 0 for sections y e r(n) has a variational integrating factor. 
The existence of a variational integrating factor for Aw is equivalent with the 
existence of a regular matrix (Bffy) which is a solution of a system of partial differential 
equations which arise from the ADK-conditions (3.2). The set of all equivalent 
locally variational forms related with Aw is then obtained by finding all the solutions. 
As concerns the problem of finding certain „variationality conditions" for Aw (for 
s = 2) we refer to e.g. [14], [20], [19], and references cited therein. 
Two following examples provide a classification of variational distributions in 
certain simple cases. 
Example 8. Let dim 7 = 2 (i.e. m = 1), consider a section w :j2cY -+j2c+1Y. 
Using the ADK-conditions (3.2) we obtain that no distribution Aw a Tj
2cY is 
variational. 
Example 9. Suppose Y = IxB where I a R (resp. B a Rm) is an open interval 
(resp. an open ball with the center at the origin), denote by (t> qa) (resp. (/, q*, qa)) 
fiber coordinates on T(resp. the associated coordinates onj2Y). Let Bffy = Boy(t, q
Q), 
1 g a, v <i m be functions on Y such that the matrix B = (Bffy) is symmetric and 
regular at each point y(x) e Y. Put g = (gtj)9 0 g ij <5 m9 where g00 = 1, gffy = B9y9 
g«o = £o* = 0. g is a metric on Y9 the Christoffel symbols of g are of the form 
(9 in r - l (dB°* 4- ^ 8 M r - * 5jB-
^ooo = 0, 1 ^ , V , I J _ W , 
Let H> rj1!" ->j2-K be a section, put w* = qaO w and w, = gffyw
v = #rJVH>
1'. The 
following proposition characterizes all variational distributions Aw of w which arise 
from the metric g. 
Proposition. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The distribution Aw is variational, related with a variational form E = E9 &q° A 
Adt9Eff = Bffy(q
v-w*)onj2Y. 
(2) It holds 
m 
(9.12) -we = £ ralJ4'q
J + ^tffV]4" + C„, l S f f g m , 
t,j=o 
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where q° = 1, reiJ are defined by (9.11) and v4[<TV], C9 are functions on Y satisfying 
Л - Á дAlaП • дAlfì , ðAЫÌ _ Q 
Л.--.--.W дqв + õqV + . . - u , 
д-4[(УV] __ дC9 __ дCy 
(9.13) Л [ „ v ] _ -- ._., ^ ^ ^ 
5 ' a« v dq9 ' 
Proof. Suppose (1). Since E is variational it satisfies the ADK-conditions (3.2) 
which reduce to the conditions 
(9 1-tt dB" 4- 8B<™ rf< 4- 1 (B dw" 4- B -™L\ - 0 
(9-14) -ir + ijrq +2{B"W ^1F)~^ 
(9-15) - / T ( B . X ) - ^ 7 ( B V X ) = 
og Oq 
4 ( i •'£)(£«.-•>-£«.••>) 
Put 
(9-I6) r--4--a,.«,. 
Differentiating (9.14) with respect to #tf we arrive at dB^Jdq6 — T9yQ — JTW = 0, 
hence 
ввy) - дq° 
ð V 
r _ * Z ^ * - i dB>< dB*A 
"" 2\d? dq° dq« ) ' 
(9.17) 
"" " ' 2c7v 5c2" ftf 
Since dr„Jdqx = 0, we obtain 5,,XH>* = -r^q'q' - A„cf - C. where ^ „ , C , 
are functions on Y. Substituting into- (9.14) we arrive at 
(9.18) B„V = -roveqY - i2=. cj" - - W ' - C„, 
where [<rv] means antisymmetrization in the indices <r, v. Finally, (9.15) implies that 
the relations (9.13) hold. Hence (2) is satisfied. 
Conversely, suppose (2). Then E0 = Bffy(q
v - wv) satisfies (3.2), i.e. Aw is 
variational. 
Notice that the relations (9.13) are necessary and sufficient for the existence o f 
functions <x0(t9q
v), (p(t,qv) on Y such that 
fQ 1Q̂  A - dct° - i?2- r - i5L + i - t -
(9.19) ^ _ _ - _ , c „ - ^ - h — , 
hence if B„ = $,» and dim Y - 1 = m = 3 (9.12) becomes the *'Lorentz force" 
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(this result has been obtained in [13] and [17]). Similarly, if 2?avare functions of q
Q 
only and <xa = q> = 0, we obtain the result of [15] (Theorem 1). 
For m = dim Y - 1 = 1 (9.12) is of the form 
/n™, •• 1 3 I n 5 . 2 dlnB . „ x 
(9.20) -q0vt = ——^—q
2+—^—q + C(t,q). 
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